Field house a reality

After over a year of deliberation, the possibility of constructing a field house at PC has become a reality. The decision was finalized and approved at a special meeting of the Providence College Corporation, on October 2.

The new facility will be approximately 73,000 square feet and situated adjacent to Alumni Hall. Built on two levels, and estimated at a cost of between $5 and $5.5 million, the field house will include a 220 yard indoor track, 25 meter swimming pool, eight handball/racquetball courts, and five multi-purpose courts for tennis, basketball and volleyball.

Plans call for linking the new structure with Alumni Hall, to utilize the locker rooms and shower areas already existing in the gym. The field house will primarily serve the physical needs of the entire student body and secondarily provide areas for some varsity teams to practice.

A tentative timetable has the college seeking construction bids in February, 1980. The architectural firm of Robinson, Green, Beretta Corporation is now completing specifications for the bid process. Construction will begin this spring and completion of the project is expected in the spring of 1981.

"It has been apparent for some time that there was a pressing need for new recreational areas," commented Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P. "As part of our overall development plan, the time has arrived to turn our attention to the lack of adequate indoor athletic and recreational facilities for our students." Father Peterson continued. "The committee, which spent more than a year studying the need for and feasibility of erecting this structure, noted in its report to the Corporation that a recreation center is not a luxury or a convenience, but a necessity for the quality of life on the Providence College campus."

Plans concerning the funding of the structure are at present tentative. It has however been indicated that the first classes using the facility will experience a tuition hike of approximately $250.

Presidential poll to be held

By Joyce Simard

Tom Brennan and Brian Moran, student representatives to the Corporation, announced at a recent Student Congress meeting that the Corporation voted to approve the building of a field house on the Providence College campus. Ground will be broken in the spring for the building which is expected to become a reality in the spring of 1981. The decision was made after over a year of deliberation and was approved at a special meeting of the Providence College Corporation, on October 2.

As part of their decision, the Corporation noted that the Corporation voted to approve the building of a field house on the Providence College campus. Ground will be broken in the spring for the building which is expected to become a reality in the spring of 1981.

"It has been apparent for some time that there was a pressing need for new recreational areas," commented Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P. "As part of our overall development plan, the time has arrived to turn our attention to the lack of adequate indoor athletic and recreational facilities for our students." Father Peterson continued. "The committee, which spent more than a year studying the need for and feasibility of erecting this structure, noted in its report to the Corporation that a recreation center is not a luxury or a convenience, but a necessity for the quality of life on the Providence College campus."

Plans concerning the funding of the structure are at present tentative. It has however been indicated that the first classes using the facility will experience a tuition hike of approximately $250.

Dominic sculpture to memorialize Aquinas victims

By Lori Evangelos

The Saint Dominic Sculpture, standing in the circle at the front of the President's house, will serve as a lasting memorial to commemorate the ten women the school called December 13, 1977, during the Providence College fire in Aquinas Hall. Three bronze plaques will comprise the memorial. Each plaque will be inscribed with the name of the ten women, Kathryn Jean Andreaskas, Jacqueline Lisa Botelho, Barbara Jean Feeney, Donna Bernadette Galligan, Sallyann Garvey, Gretchen Kay Ludwig, Catherine Anne Repucci, Laura Marie Ryan, Deborah Ann Smith, and Dorothy Anne Widman. Each of the two lower plates will consist of five names. The third plate will feature a replica of the Veritas Medal which the College presented to Mary Ann Match, '81, on behalf of the class of '81 during their convocation. The inscription directly underneath the medal will read, "In memory of those whom God called to Himself and of those whom God called to show Himself to others by the love they showed for one another."

According to Rev. Thomas Peterson, O.P., the president of Providence College, the memorial construction should be completed this spring, and if not December then definitely before graduation. Paul Alagro, '81 and Kathy Crowley, '80, representatives for the memorial committee, indicated that they hope the memorial will be completed before December 13, the second anniversary of the Aquinas fire.

Both Father Peterson and the student representatives on the memorial committee agreed that the particular memorial location was chosen because the area around the President's house is prestigious, attractive, and continuously well cared for. Father Peterson described the location as the most picturesque place on the PC campus "with flowers growing spring, summer, and fall. This permanently beautiful..."
News

Oktoberfest '79
"A real homecoming for the younger alumni"

By Carol Persi

The annual Providence College Oktoberfest was held in Slavin Center's dining hall on Saturday, October 6th from 8:00 p.m. until 12:00 a.m. These have been the hours for the past few years because Slavin Center usually isn’t cleared out until after 10:00 p.m. This year, however, it was necessary to move the start time to 8:00 p.m. in order to accommodate more people.

The new staff for the PC yearbook, Veritas, has been chosen. Judy Karp has been selected as sports editor of the 1980 Veritas. Her duals response on the tickets were then mailed out. Since there are only a certain number of tickets allocated some alumni are not able to attend. If alumni request tickets and there are none left then a thank you note along with their invitations are sent back to them.

Many don’t realize the time and effort involved in the process of tickets. Father McPhail is the principal organizer. This year four students volunteered their services. Two students who have helped previously, Jim McKeen and Jim Long, along with two new workers, Jim Porrell and Jim O’Connor were of great assistance to Father McPhail and his staff.

Also of great assistance were Friars Club members who assisted in working at the Oktoberfest. Some of their duties included checking coats, checking tickets, watching the doors, and working with the police and the fire marshall.

See FEST '79, Page 6

Veritas

the quality rather than the quantity of pictures.

"It's kind of hard," Karp says, "to encompass something that is particularly to every senior, so one wants up taking portions." She is planning to include such sections as "East-Side Life" and "Commuters" in order to achieve her goal of transforming the book from a "high-school" style to a college yearbook.

PC praised for help during blood crisis

By Marie B. Rohtiala

With the present and rapidly growing demand for blood donations, the Rhode Island Blood Center is making tremendous efforts to accommodate the situation. The Rhode Island Blood Center, located in Providence is under the medical direction of Donald Yankee, M.D. The Center is focusing on the college community in order to obtain a major portion of its supply. Blood drives at Bryant, Brown and RIC, as well as Providence College, have met with success.

Prior to the installation of the Blood Center in May of 1979, the hospitals were responsible for the collection of blood donations. To alleviate the strain on the hospitals, the center collects and tests blood. The Rhode Island Blood Center is responsible for the blood drives.

HELIOS RESTAURANT
Greek American Cuisine
the newest most exciting Eating - Drinking and Meeting Spot in Johnston

Hartford and Atwood Avenues
Route 5 and 6

10% discount with PC ID

Waiters & Cooks Wanted

Around the campus

Yoga

The Student Services Office is offering free tickets to the Providence Opera Theatre's production of "The Tales of Hoffmann," on Saturday, October 15, 1979, at the Ocean State Performing Arts Center. For additional information stop by Slavin room 203.

Smile

Attention Seniors: Graduation portraits will be taken from November 13-20. Additional information regarding sign-ups will be distributed this week.

Opera

All PC students are invited to attend the free yoga classes, which will be held in Slavin Center, room 104, every Wednesday. The classes start at 4 p.m. and go till 5:30 p.m. Relaxation, deep breathing, and limbering up techniques are taught. The end product is the heightening of consciousness and concentration for peace and well being. Classes are sponsored by the Yoga Club and the Student Congress.

La Cut

The perfect cut just right for you

Guys or Gals

call for an appointment

751-8778

SUSAN BELL

Read the Cowl. If Brian Fleming can, you can too.

Guys or Gals

989 Smith St. (Corner of River Ave.)
Aquinas Memorial

(Continued from Page 1)

place," said Father Peterson, "will serve as a suitable, long lasting memorial for those who died."

Kathy Crowley too expressed her belief that the memorial will be long lasting, "so that 25 years from now when the Class of '80 is gone, the name of those that died would still be here at PC for our kids."

Saint Dominic was the subject especially chosen for the memorial because he is the father of the Dominican order, which is the order of PC priests. "The sculpture," said Father Peterson, "wasn't just a thing that was there, and we decided to make use of it. I brought this over on December 5, 1978, from Pietrasanta, Italy with the idea of the memorial in mind. Saint Dominic is most appropriate because he represents the Dominican tradition."

The purpose of the memorial is intricately linked with the particular location. According to Father Peterson, Saint Dominic's location is most appropriate in terms of the purpose of the memorial "to serve as a solemn reminder of those that died. Aquinas was not chosen as the sight of the memorial because it would then serve as a constant reminder, a reminder of horror," stated Father Peterson.

The college will pay for the construction of the memorial. According to Paul Alagero, Father Peterson stated that "no matter what the cost it will be paid by the college." Father Peterson agreed that the college will pay the cost; however, he noted that the donations given him personally over the years will go towards the ten scholarships in the names of the women.

According to the members of the memorial committee, Fairfield University, Connecticut, donated $250 to Congress to do whatever they felt appropriate or necessary during the time of the fire. Congress still has the money, but hasn't yet decided what to do with the money. Various alternatives exist: to put the money towards the construction of the memorial, or the scholarship fund which has already been established, or to create their own form of tribute. Alagero and Crowley indicated that they are open to suggestions from the student body.

PC grads return to speak

By Patricia Saint-Aubin

The Business Club, comprised of well over 250 members, started its monthly lectures with speakers Dennis Carvalho and John Gavin, postgraduates. The discussion, on October 9, was about Public Accounting at Price Waterhouse, and how accounting majors might go about choosing it. I brought this over on

December 5, 1978, from Pietrasanta, Italy with the idea of the memorial in mind. Saint Dominic is most appropriate because he represents the Dominican tradition.

The purpose of the memorial is intricately linked with the particular location. According to Father Peterson, Saint Dominic's location is most appropriate in terms of the purpose of the memorial "to serve as a solemn reminder of those that died. Aquinas was not chosen as the sight of the memorial because it would then serve as a constant reminder, a reminder of horror," stated Father Peterson.

The college will pay for the construction of the memorial. According to Paul Alagero, Father Peterson stated that "no matter what the cost it will be paid by the college." Father Peterson agreed that the college will pay the cost; however, he noted that the donations given him personally over the years will go towards the ten scholarships in the names of the women.

According to the members of the memorial committee, Fairfield University, Connecticut, donated $250 to Congress to do whatever they felt appropriate or necessary during the time of the fire. Congress still has the money, but hasn't yet decided what to do with the money. Various alternatives exist: to put the money towards the construction of the memorial, or the scholarship fund which has already been established, or to create their own form of tribute. Alagero and Crowley indicated that they are open to suggestions from the student body.

Quito smoking clinics free

By Donna Bunn

There has been a slight discrepancy concerning PC's "Quito smoking Clinics," sponsored by the Awareness Alert smoking campaign. According to Elizabeth Frost Sydney, chairperson of the committee for the Awareness Alert Campaign, no one had been aware at the outset that a $5 fee would be required from each participant. Originally, over 90 students signed up for the clinic, but after the first meeting the number dwindled to about twelve. The committee had initially offered to cover half the fee, using the $2900 grant received from the State Department of Health and the Department of Education and Welfare. However, they have since decided to pay the entire sum, so the clinics are now free for all students. It is hoped that this knowledge will boost student interest.

FREE SWIMMING TONITE

6 - 9 pm RIJC Lincoln Campus
Bus leaves at 6:00 from Slavin ramp
Bring towel & bathing suit (no cutoffs)

BOG Travel Committee presents:

Ring Weekend Shopping Spree to all River Mill Outlets
(i.e. FALL RIVER KNITTING MILLS)

October 20 - This Saturday

only $2.00 with PCID

Bus leaves at 8:45 am arrives back at 4:00 pm

(Continued from Page 1)
Selection of student reps haphazard

The student movements in the sixties demanded student representation on committees concerned with our education, discipline, budget, and housing. Providence College is one of the fortunate schools where we can boast of students on every major committee.

The radical sixties gave way to the more passive and apathetic seventies. Students started taking too much for granted. We, at the Cowl, feel that student positions on these committees, which affect us so much, are selected in a haphazard manner. We are neither condemning nor condemning the people who were chosen this year, or in past years. We simply feel that it is unfortunate that the entire student body is not informed about the availability of these positions.

With the exception of the committees on Administration and Budget, there are no guidelines for student selection. A standard procedure to select student representatives should be set up for each individual committee.

Training, new procedure needed for security

The importance of maintaining a safe and secure living atmosphere is inestimable, especially on a college campus. It is the duty of a security guard to ensure that this atmosphere prevails. Although a security force does exist at Providence College, the Editorial Board of the Cowl feels that certain revisions of the present system are necessary.

The basic requirements for employment as a security guard, according to James Cunningham, Director of Security, include neatness, intelligence, and a good ability to be a leader. Training in such areas as first aid, crowd control, and preventive security, would be helpful, but they are not presently required nor deemed mandatory. Unless a guard has been previously employed by a firm which required specific training, the person is left pretty much on his own.

We of the Cowl recommend a revision of this type of hiring process. The possibility of a security guard entering into a situation which he would not be equipped to handle can not be allowed to exist. Basic training should be made mandatory. In all fairness to security however, a program in first aid and CPR is in progress, and we encourage the participation in and growth of this program.

PC employs roughly 60 uniformed personnel and 48 student guards. While the number of people employed may appear impressive, only three uniformed security guards are on duty at any one time. This number is supplemented by a student security force only during the hours of 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. After 1 a.m., the number of security personnel on duty reverses back to the original three uniformed guards. While the Cowl realizes the expense involved in maintaining a security force, three people guarding an entire campus, especially on a weekend, is grossly inadequate. An increase in manpower, during the early morning hours at least, is necessary. It is unrealistic to assume that three men can sufficiently satisfy the security needs of the entire campus.

Technically, patrolling by uniformed personnel, and the non-uniformed student teams is to be done entirely on foot. However, various members of the security force have reportedly been seen sitting, driving, and even sleeping in their cars, while supposedly on duty. Considering the fact that the number of the force is already inadequate, this type of behavior can not be tolerated. Not only is it irresponsible, but it places the well being of the college community in jeopardy.

The position of that of a security guard is one of great responsibility. It is imperative that the force realize this, and act accordingly.
Education must serve the individual

Rev. Joseph F. Lennon, O.P.

Alarms and nostrums, gimmicks and fads run a recurring cycle in education. Thirty years ago the common lament was expressing "fear" that we were producing more clerks and hucksters than we can use in the office, and more scientists and college professors than our economy can support. What has that to do with the "Veritas" committee? What has that to do with the "Veritas" person in our lives during the college, Fr. Thomas McBrien, Administration faculty members cover. All can get these pictures on album Week. The administration and Nader (nothing against him) could futures were available—why weren't NRB0, Kenny Loggins, etc. We member of the Class of '79. For of the main events they partici­

yearbook was a representation of my impression that the college '79 tel­

intellectuals, on the other hand,

little problem arises from the same combination of demand for people with talent, less demand for brawn—those of low I.Q. swell the ranks of the flow with the natural distribution

The stupidity problem arises from either area residents or local police in combating such matters? We are tired of being ripped off and abused and then being lectured about the respect for personal property.

What is needed is for the college to wake up to these-off campus and campus conditions. Equal considera­

The students off campus receive no consideration from Providence College and are easy prey for such attacks. As the school becomes more concerned with meeting urban area residents a loss of sleep, they show no knowl­

ledge or concern that students suffer such an experience and the loss of valuable and expensive personal property. We are tired of being ripped off and abused and then being lectured about the respect for personal property.

What is needed is for the college to wake up to these-off campus and campus conditions. Equal considera­

The students off campus receive no consideration from Providence College and are easy prey for such attacks. As the school becomes more concerned with meeting urban area residents a loss of sleep, they show no knowl­

lege or concern that students suffer such an experience and the loss of valuable and expensive personal property. We are tired of being ripped off and abused and then being lectured about the respect for personal property.

Dear Editor,

Once again, the Cowl never ceases to amaze me. This letter is written in response to the article "The precious resource". It was as if gold had been thrown at each other over the precious resource, it might just as well have been gold. People are so regarded with much disdain by people within the PC community. Thus, the huge turnout came as a surprise. Hundred of students and faculty members and the mob scenes resem­
Continuations

ROTC is . . . ?
(Continued from Page 2)
to continue the program during his or her junior and senior years the option of being commissioned as an officer in the United States Army is available. As a commissioned officer, there are several available positions. One may either choose a full-time profession as an officer through active duty, or the duties of a part-time officer in the Reserves or the National Guard. In either case, there are many advantages in choosing a military career, and there are many civilian counterparts to the military fields. For example, Military Police, Finance, Health Services, Administration, Social Work, Intelligence and Club Management. The full-time officer receives over $12,000 annually and the Reserve

Fest '79
(Continued from Page 2)
Refreshments included a beer bar in Alumni Cafeteria and complete bars in the Rat and in front of the Information Desk. Blackstone Caterers sold hotdogs, coffee, and knick-knacks downstairs. The traditional German Band played their tunes in '64 Hall. The Mertz Brothers were downstairs in Alumni Cafeteria.

ROTC officer receives in excess of $2,000 annually for serving one weekend per month and two weeks during the summer. Both types of officers receive a substantial benefit package in addition to their salaries.

Preparation for a ROTC student's commissioning as an officer in the United States Army includes a six-week participation in Advanced Camp, held at Fort Bragg, N.C. These extensive weeks are a test of the cadre's leadership ability, physical condition and military skills.

In conjunction with the ROTC academics, a voluntary "Simultaneous Membership Program," is available prior to graduation and commissioning. S.M.P. offers a student the opportunity to see that most of the congress members had attended." The director of the evening, Father McPhail was quoted as saying, "The value of the Oktoberfest serves the purpose of getting the younger alumni to return to PC, and in this manner they can maintain close contact with the school. Oktoberfest brings alumni and students together. We want the alumni to feel right at home. After all, it is a real hometowning for them.

It was quite evident that a large number of those attending the Oktoberfest really enjoyed themselves. Perhaps it can be best summed up in the way John Murphy '80 said, "It was excellent, but packed."

Pisano
(Continued from Page 3)
calls and written 14 letters to land­lords about such complaints. The results have been positive. If complaints such as delayed repairs or poor living conditions persist, Pisano advised calling the Minimum Housing Code Enforce­ment Board at City Hall, writing a letter of complaint to the landlord, or, if need be, to withhold rent until action is taken.

Let's just say we're talented scouts!
If you see personal growth, early responsibility, leadership experience, and postgraduate education in your future, we are interested in talking to you.

We offer:
• Starting salary up to $13,500.
• Increases to $22,000 in 4 years.
• 80 days paid vacation.
• Fully funded graduate programs.
• Superior family health plans.
• Responsibility and leadership opportunities.
• Hint of travel and adventure.
• Personal and professional growth potential.

If this sounds like your kind of opportunity,
ask your admissions officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative when he visits the campus or contact your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216 collect, or send resume to:

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
P.O. Box 9, Boston, Mass. 02110

Part - Full Time Work
Pay $95.94 - $191.88 weekly
Student applications now being accepted.
Scholarships also available. Must be at least 18, car would be helpful, hrs flexible
Call 751-2343 between 2 - 6 pm

Education
(Continued from Page 5)
Cadillac and vacations in the Carribean, then it has failed. The cash value of a college degree had been oversold and overrated. The democratic idea is to educate everyone to the extent of his ability. Hechinger observes that there should be "No contradiction is in being a college educated worker or a farmer." It is absurd for a truck driver to read Greek or a plumber to be en­trusted by the study of philo­sophy? Education is never wanted, whether it be liberal learning or training in mechanical and agricultural skills.

What must be discouraged and deplored is the kind of merito­cratic mentality which looks down the nose at so-called menial occupations. "If I make better grades, or go to college, or become an engineer or a physician, then I am a better person than you."

No philosophy could be more damaging in terms of friendship, self-esteem, productivity and interpersonal relationships. Only ardent snobbery could persuade a person that it is noble to earn a college degree but shameful to learn skills involving a little grease under the fingernails.

No matter how dull or boring or dirty a job may be, a worker must see that its larger significance is beyond the paycheck, must understand that in doing his work, he is contributing in the best way he can to the well-being of society, must recognize that he himself is esteemed not only for what he does but for what he is. This entails a change of mind on the part of parents and teachers. Less talented children will have to be taught that humble, dirty or menial jobs are not personally degrading.

Too often boys and girls alike are encouraged to "aim high" and assurances are given them that they can be anything they choose to become. Indeed, many believe that there is a natural scale of indi­vidual worth that corresponds to the scale of jobs—the less worthy the man, the more the job, the more the prestigious the job.

This attitude has a worsening effect on the whole educational system. Young people sometimes doubt that the kind of education they are not suited for. They then do what the obviously suited for—particularly if it is working with their hands. They are driving, they hardly know where, to escape being "trapped" in a "menial" occupation.

Arguments by those interested in their welfare are often un­availing. When told to keep their aspirations in line with their abili­ties, they consider it part of some sort of condescending game designed to keep people in their places. As a result many pupils muddle through studies they shouldn't have been in—or worse, fail—and go through life disillusioned with what they do.

There are several little tragedies being played out in this situation. First, is the tragedy of those who do not even look for others. A financially looks down on the person who paints his office. Physicians walk haughtily by the work of electronic craftsmen. This leads to the second tragedy, which is the discourage­ment of youngsters from entering the trades. Too many people starting out want to do something good; when they hear that what they obviously are naturally suited for is looked down upon, they begin to look for

LETS JUST SAY WE'RE TALENTED SCOUTS!

Amity
Review Seminars
15 student average class size
Team teaching technique
Convenient weekend classes
EXCLUSIVE USE TO FREEMEN
800-243-4767

L.S.A.T.
and
G.M.A.T.

Education
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The democratic idea is to educate everyone to the extent of his ability. Hechinger observes that there should be "No contradiction is in being a college educated worker or a farmer." It is absurd for a truck driver to read Greek or a plumber to be entrusted by the study of philosophy? Education is never wanted, whether it be liberal learning or training in mechanical and agricultural skills.

What must be discouraged and deplored is the kind of meritocratic mentality which looks down the nose at so-called menial occupations. "If I make better grades, or go to college, or become an engineer or a physician, then I am a better person than you."

No philosophy could be more damaging in terms of friendship, self-esteem, productivity and interpersonal relationships. Only ardent snobbery could persuade a person that it is noble to earn a college degree but shameful to learn skills involving a little grease under the fingernails.

No matter how dull or boring or dirty a job may be, a worker must see that its larger significance is beyond the paycheck, must understand that in doing his work, he is contributing in the best way he can to the well-being of society, must recognize that he himself is esteemed not only for what he does but for what he is. This entails a change of mind on the part of parents and teachers. Less talented children will have to be taught that humble, dirty or menial jobs are not personally degrading.

Too often boys and girls alike are encouraged to "aim high" and assurances are given them that they can be anything they choose to become. Indeed, many believe that there is a natural scale of individual worth that corresponds to the scale of jobs—the less worthy the man, the more the job, the more the prestigious the job.

This attitude has a worsening effect on the whole educational system. Young people sometimes doubt that the kind of education they are not suited for. They then do what the obviously suited for—particularly if it is working with their hands. They are driving, they hardly know where, to escape being "trapped" in a "menial" occupation.

Arguments by those interested in their welfare are often unavailing. When told to keep their aspirations in line with their abilities, they consider it part of some sort of condescending game designed to keep people in their places. As a result many pupils muddle through studies they shouldn't have been in—or worse, fail—and go through life disillusioned with what they do.

There are several little tragedies being played out in this situation. First, is the tragedy of those who do not even look for others. A financially looks down on the person who paints his office. Physicians walk haughtily by the work of electronic craftsmen. This leads to the second tragedy, which is the discourage­ment of youngsters from entering the trades. Too many people starting out want to do something good; when they hear that what they obviously are naturally suited for is looked down upon, they begin to look for

See EDUCATION, Page 10

Part - Full Time Work
Pay $95.94 - $191.88 weekly
Student applications now being accepted.
Scholarships also available. Must be at least 18, car would be helpful, hrs flexible
Call 751-2343 between 2 - 6 pm

LET'S JUST SAY WE'RE TALENTED SCOUTS!

If you see personal growth, early responsibility, leadership experience, and postgraduate education in your future, we are interested in talking to you.

WE OFFER:
• Starting salary up to $13,500.
• Increases to $22,000 in 4 years.
• 80 days paid vacation.
• Fully funded graduate programs.
• Superior family health plans.
• Responsibility and leadership opportunities.
• Hint of travel and adventure.
• Personal and personal growth potential.

If this sounds like your kind of opportunity, ask your representative to set up an interview with a Navy representative when he visits the campus or contact your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216 collect, or send resume to:

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02110

E & J PIZZA
600 Douglas Ave.

Free Delivery
Pay $95.94 - $191.88 weekly
Student applications now being accepted.
Scholarships also available. Must be at least 18, car would be helpful, hrs flexible
Call 751-2343 between 2 - 6 pm

Frey Florist & Greenhouse
Don't forget: Flowers for Harvest Ball
October 27
50 Radcliffe Ave. Providence, R. I.
BOG Fine Arts Committee presents:

Albuquerque Dance Theater

October 24

’64 Hall

8:00 pm

Admission:

50¢ with PC ID

$1.00 general public

on sale in

BOG office

upper Slavin

The Albuquerque Dance Theater will enfold its audience in a myriad of sights, sounds and movement. This nationally acclaimed company brings you a program of original and dynamic modern dance — an evening of pure southwestern enchantment. You’ve had your nose to the grindstone long enough...so treat yourself to the Albuquerque Dance Theater Concert.
Lambchops in Steve Forbert ...
When Donald Grant works, he works with his heart and soul. Dedicated to Providence College for the past 10 years, his interest in books spans many horizons. When the Biltmore Hotel hosted the Fifth World Fantasy Convention, October 12, 13, and 14, Donald Grant was an integral part of it. And rightly so.

Grant, who has worked on the convention committee for the past year, along with the meeting of authors, editors, publishers, artists and readers, from all over the world, as a chance for contact between the reader and the author/art. Exemplified most of the convention, check full of original manuscripts, art auctions, panel discussions, and book sales, by the presence of three guests of honor: Stephen King, author of The Dead Zone, which is presently his, and a econ major living held off campus.

There was even a Christmas party blared Christmas caroles, and Grant has published close to 100 books. "I don't think I could pin down a favorite. I have a lot of books that I'm pleased with." Recently, Grant coauthored Act of Providence with Joseph Payne Brennan. Multitalented, yet modest, Grant has taken chance; he's gotten results. 

Grant and raised in Rhode Island, Grant has attended all five World Fantasy Conventions, and was a special guest lecturer at a 1978 Michigan convention.

Next year's convention will be held in Baltimore, with Oakland and Kansan City to follow.

Recently, Grant coauthored Act of Providence with Joseph Payne Brennan. Multitalented, yet modest, Grant has taken chance; he's gotten results.

Arranging for all the details of a successful concert is a time consuming process. Let's look at how the Steve Forbert shows were set up.

To begin with, Manning and the BOG found out that Forbert was available for certain dates from Premier Talent, a booking agency in New York City. Once the BOG decided to produce a Steve Forbert concert, they paid a deposit on the shows and signed a contract through Premier Talent.

This was done in conjunction with the Banzini Brothers of Providence who are co-promoting the shows. The BOG put up all the initial money.

Manning insists that big promotional pushes for all his concerts are necessary.

"Last year we had a great spring concert with Southside Johnny, but we only had two weeks to promote it and only 1400 people showed up. The 64 Hall which holds 3500."

64 Hall, its stage, dressing and lighting must be ready as well as the Banzini Brothers of Providence. The Banzini Brothers are co-promoting the shows. The BOG put up all the initial money.

Manning insists that big promotional pushes for all his concerts are necessary.

"Last year we had a great spring concert with Southside Johnny, but we only had two weeks to promote it and only 1400 people showed up. The 64 Hall which holds 3500."

64 Hall, its stage, dressing and lighting must be ready as well as the Banzini Brothers of Providence. The Banzini Brothers are co-promoting the shows. The BOG put up all the initial money.

Manning insists that big promotional pushes for all his concerts are necessary.

"Last year we had a great spring concert with Southside Johnny, but we only had two weeks to promote it and only 1400 people showed up. The 64 Hall which holds 3500."

64 Hall, its stage, dressing and lighting must be ready as well as the Banzini Brothers of Providence. The Banzini Brothers are co-promoting the shows. The BOG put up all the initial money.
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MRBQ and Steve Forbert highlight BOG Concert Weekend

Al Anderson cooked up some tasty licks.

Cowl Photos by Steve Lichtentoffs and Ronnie White

Forbert showed a lot of style for a new artist.

NRBQ was definitely LIVE in "64" Hall.

**Concerts**

(Continued from Page 9)

volunteer students and paid uniformed guards. The Banzinis will also provide several security people.

Finally, after Steve Forbert eats his lambchops (from Mainelli’s) by the way and does his two shows, Manning will pay the road manager the remainder of the money owed for the performances.

Manning is constantly working on new shows to bring to Providence College.

"Last year was a success for us even though none of our shows sold out. We attained our goal which was, and still is, to provide the students of the college with good entertainment. Not many college concert series put together the quality of shows we had last year with the Cars, Kenny Loggins, Santana and Southside Johnny." A major concern of Manning's is in keeping the price of tickets as low as possible. This usually involves a student discount. The discount was only used once last year (the Southside Johnny show) because the BOG was dealing with big time Boston promoter Don Law.

"I had to actually fight with Don Law to get a student discount on tickets. This year will be different because we are working with the Banzini Brothers who are a smaller operation and who understand the college student's situation," Manning explained.

**Education**

(Continued from Page 6)

a career that isn't.

This in turn, leads to the third tragedy: the boy with a natural aptitude for being a fine plumber becomes a mediocre philosopher. Gardner's work, "Excellence," stresses the fact that a good plumber is just as necessary to our society as a good philosopher; we need both.

The low category rating that so many of us give the manual crafts is not only responsible for many students aspiring to be what they aren't; it is also responsible for many workers now in those crafts not fully valuing what they are doing. Instead of taking pride in craft, they look elsewhere for gratification.

Sean O'Casey's remarks are pertinent here: "I got a letter from a man who lives in Calumet City. He begged me to send him used Irish stamps, adding as a hint to me that as well he collected coins, matchbox covers, beer bottle caps, auto club emblems, catalogs and buttons, of which he had 500. Casually he mentions that he is a carpenter. Imagine, abandoning the calm and really beautiful art of carpentry for the feverish collection of rubbish."

People do not change their standards quickly, even when they are shown to be rickety. John Gardner's statement bears repeating, "Humanity and worth should be assessed only in terms of those qualities of mind and spirit that are within the reach of every human being."

Jesus Christ said the same thing more than 2,000 years ago.


**TEST ANXIETY WORKSHOP**

Tuesday, October 16th and Tuesday, October 23rd,
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Slavin, Room 217

Sponsored by: The Counseling and Career Planning Center.
All students welcome!

**SEMINAR**

RESUME WRITING & INTERVIEWING SKILLS

Panel members include representatives from:
Industrial National Bank
Burroughs Corporation

DATE: October 24, 1979
TIME: 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
PLACE: Slavin Center Room 203

Sponsored by the Counseling & Career Planning Center
Refreshments will be served
East building may be new men's dorm

Resident's problem-a continuing saga

By Thomas Brown

Many students fear a future shortage of dormitory housing, but according to Reverend Walter J. Heath, O.P., Director of Residence, the situation is not quite as serious as it appears. There are currently 40 empty beds on campus - 35 of which are men's, and five women's. While it is true that there was a waiting list of forty females for housing this year, Father Heath noted that many of those forty women sought other housing off campus, either with relatives or friends. Father Heath reiterated that the five empty beds were offered to the girls, but because of either "contractual agreements or other commitments" most of the girls declined. A waiting list of forty students appears to be a serious, space-related problem at first glance. However, according to Father Heath, the problem is more one of timing. The exact number of beds available to students is usually not known until school begins. The student, for obvious reasons, must make some type of housing plans before that time. Thus, it becomes a "wait and see" game for those few students not sure of their housing plans.

An interesting aspect of the housing situation this year was the fact that the waiting list of forty students consisted of all females. This fact coincides with the steady increase of women attending PC. Applications for residency by women increased 19% this year over last, while male residency applications were down 1%. There are currently 920 women residents compared to 790 men.

Father Heath expressed his belief that the twofold idea had considerable merit. "If the applications from women seeking dormitory housing continue to increase at the rate they have in the past two years and if at the same time the statistical number of men seeking residency declines, then in order to maintain a constant fall enrollment, it might prove wise and profitable to change Guzman Hall from men to women," said Father Heath.

Accordingly other facilities would be required to replace those of Guzman. "These facilities might be in East Building where we can generate about fifty-five beds," said Father Heath. He also indicated that current figures would support a move of this nature. There are about 100 beds in Guzman and 95 are occupied. According to Father Heath, "we could use the facility for office space if the residency population declines." Father Heath pointed out an advantage in refurbishing East Building. "Once the building is renovated," said Father Heath, "we could use the facility for office space if the residency population declines.

Another solution of coping with increased campus residency discussed was the possibility of implementing a Georgetown type lottery system. Father Heath described this type of system as a plan for "forced eviction of those present residents who desire Guzman Hall to be a women's center. The lottery would be an unstable process because of the many variables that would have to be considered (i.e.: the fluctuating facts and figures concerning the residents throughout the school year). Father Heath said that the idea of a possible lottery system resulted from a concern over maintaining a constant fall enrollment of residents, "be they on campus or off," "But," continued Father Heath, "on September 9, statistics showed that we did not need a Georgetown plan, but no one knew that on January 9, 1979-nine months ago."

As far as the possible use of such a lottery system goes, Father Heath said that neither Director of Admissions Michael Baches nor himself "eliminate the possibility of some initial, controlled, small-scale Georgetown plan for sometime in the future." He also noted that at the last meeting on residency, Father Peterson "promised that if there was ever to be a Georgetown plan eviction policy, it would be announced in the fall, preferably in October." Father Heath explained that this would be done in order to give those students who would be evicted the greatest amount of time to find other housing.

Karate Club

meets every Tues.

Nite 7:30 - 9:30

Slavin Pit

$30 per semester

Professional Instruction

Everyone Invited

**Note:** For additional information or questions, please contact 401-769-0740.
### Fall Program Guide 1979

**Weekdays 7:00 am - 2:00 am weekends 9:30 am - 2:00 am**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7:00 THE MORNING SHOW</strong> - Music and news and information to get your day started. Monday: Frank Fox Tuesday: Steve Brown Wednesday: Chris Killian Thursday: Bob O’Donnell Friday: Joe Lembo</td>
<td><strong>9:30 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Robert Braveret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:00 REQUEST LINE ROCK</strong> - The newest in progressive and rock music with Marie Martineau. Monday: Mike Ritz Tuesday: Chris Elsler Wednesday: Bob Winters Thursday: Don Siegel Friday: Jim Ross</td>
<td><strong>12:00 ROCK ’N ROLL</strong> - With Pat Panaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:15 Monday: Job Opportunities</strong> - A look at careers available to the college graduate. Monday: Vincent Forbert Tuesday: Chris Neilan Wednesday: John Hennessy Thursday: Marie Martineau Friday: Bob Winters</td>
<td><strong>3:00 ROCK ’N ROLL</strong> - With Paul Nyberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong> - The latest in international, national, local and campus news, sports and weather. Monday: Patrick Sullivan Tuesday: Richard Lawrence Wednesday: Marie Martineau Thursday: Tobin Moffett</td>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1:00 SPECIALTY MUSIC</strong> - Everyone has different tastes and WDOM presents a different specialty each day. Monday: Country w/ Bob Deles Tuesday: Jazz w/ Brian Brown Wednesday: Jazz w/ Peter Gallagher Thursday: Disco w/ John Kennedy Friday: Soul w/ Tony Ingram <strong>11:00 TOP ALBUM COUNTDOWN</strong> - With “Big” Al</td>
<td><strong>6:15 PROVIDENCE IN PERSPECTIVE</strong> - The WDOM news staff provides an analysis of major political issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - Providence’s only classical station broadcasts weekly, the New York Philharmonic and the Chicago Symphony. Monday: Frank Fox Tuesday: Richard Lawrence Wednesday: Marie Martineau Thursday: Tobin Moffet Friday: Al Kraus and Chris Duffey invite you to call in and talk music and trivia.</td>
<td><strong>6:30 THE WEEK IN REVIEW</strong> - Frank Fox takes a look at the major news events of the week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 THE MID-DAY SOUND</strong> - The morning rush is over, but the music and news on WDOM goes on! Monday: Jack Cox Tuesday: Chris Elsler Wednesday: Bob Winters Thursday: Don Siegel Friday: Jim Ross <strong>12:00 NIGHTCAP</strong> - The music continues with: Monday: Mike Ritz Tuesday: Tim Ahearn Wednesday: Mary Musco Thursday: Joe Musco Friday: Brian Bowen</td>
<td><strong>7:00 AMERICAN THEATRE MUSIC</strong> - A review of the music from famous Broadway hits. Casey Groen is your host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 RENDEZVOUS WITH RELIGION</strong> - Michael McCormack interviews prominent members of the religious community. Monday: Patrick Sullivan Tuesday: Richard Lawrence Wednesday: Marie Martineau Thursday: Tobin Moffet <strong>11:00 PUBLIC POLICY FORUM</strong> - A panel discussion on current topics of interest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:00 PUBLIC AFFAIRS HOUR</strong> - WDOM news staff provides an analysis of major issues in the local area.</td>
<td><strong>10:00 SPECTRUM</strong> - Themes of current music are examined in this program presented by the Diocese of Providence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong> - The latest in international, national, local and campus news, sports and weather. Monday: Patrick Sullivan Tuesday: Richard Lawrence Wednesday: Marie Martineau Thursday: Tobin Moffet <strong>12:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Luke Rheume</td>
<td><strong>10:30 RENDEZVOUS WITH RELIGION</strong> - Michael McCormack interviews prominent members of the religious community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:15 PROVIDENCE IN PERSPECTIVE</strong> - The WDOM news staff provides an analysis of major political issues.</td>
<td><strong>11:00 PUBLIC POLICY FORUM</strong> - A panel discussion on current topics of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:30 THE WEEK IN REVIEW</strong> - Frank Fox takes a look at the major news events of the week.</td>
<td><strong>10:00 SPECTRUM</strong> - Themes of current music are examined in this program presented by the Diocese of Providence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7:00 AMERICAN THEATRE MUSIC</strong> - A review of the music from famous Broadway hits. Casey Groen is your host.</td>
<td><strong>10:30 RENDEZVOUS WITH RELIGION</strong> - Michael McCormack interviews prominent members of the religious community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Robert Braveret</td>
<td><strong>11:00 PUBLIC POLICY FORUM</strong> - A panel discussion on current topics of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:30 CONNECTION</strong> - A religious program produced by the United Methodist Church. Monday: Patrick Sullivan Tuesday: Richard Lawrence Wednesday: Marie Martineau Thursday: Tobin Moffet <strong>12:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Marie Martineau.</td>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7:30 MUSIC INSIGHT</strong> - A program that explores the music world. Friday: WDOM prepares you for the weekend as Mike Ritz provides the entertainment.</td>
<td><strong>6:15 PROVIDENCE IN PERSPECTIVE</strong> - The WDOM news staff provides an analysis of major political issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>6:30 THE WEEK IN REVIEW</strong> - Frank Fox takes a look at the major news events of the week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:00 The best in Soul and Jazz and Disco is presented by Gary Smart. The request line is open at 865-2421.</strong></td>
<td><strong>7:00 AMERICAN THEATRE MUSIC</strong> - A review of the music from famous Broadway hits. Casey Groen is your host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 SPECTRUM</strong> - Themes of current music are examined in this program presented by the Diocese of Providence.</td>
<td><strong>7:30 MUSIC INSIGHT</strong> - A program that explores the music world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 RENDEZVOUS WITH RELIGION</strong> - Michael McCormack interviews prominent members of the religious community.</td>
<td><strong>8:00 REQUEST LINE ROCK</strong> - With Al Cotto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:00 TOP ALBUM COUNTDOWN</strong> - With “Big” Al</td>
<td><strong>9:00 The best in Soul and Jazz and Disco is presented by Gary Smart. The request line is open at 865-2421.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday...</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:30 CONNECTION</strong> - A religious program produced by the United Methodist Church.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AM</strong></td>
<td><strong>PM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:30 PROVIDENCE IN PERSPECTIVE</strong> - The WDOM news staff provides an analysis of major political issues.</td>
<td><strong>12:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Luke Rhutene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 SPECTRUM</strong> - Themes of current music are examined in this program presented by the Diocese of Providence.</td>
<td><strong>2:00 NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 RENDEZVOUS WITH RELIGION</strong> - Michael McCormack interviews prominent members of the religious community.</td>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:00 PUBLIC POLICY FORUM</strong> - A panel discussion on current topics of interest.</td>
<td><strong>6:15 CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT</strong> - A program that takes a look at what is going on at PC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:00 CLASSICAL MUSIC</strong> - With Marie Martineau.</td>
<td><strong>7:00 CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:00 NEWS UPDATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:00 The best in Soul and Jazz and Disco is presented by Gary Smart. The request line is open at 865-2421.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6:15 CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT</strong> - A program that takes a look at what is going on at PC.</td>
<td><strong>9:00 The best in Soul and Jazz and Disco is presented by Gary Smart. The request line is open at 865-2421.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7:00 CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:00 The best in Soul and Jazz and Disco is presented by Gary Smart. The request line is open at 865-2421.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a member of the Mutual Broadcasting System, the Associated Press, and the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, WDOM provides you with the latest in national and international news coverage. Our community calendar keeps you up to date on local events and the Friar Crier announces all the campus activities. Public affairs presentations include such highly acclaimed shows as, “To Your Health.” The sports department lets you do the talking every Friday night on “Off the Cuff” and Providence’s only classical station broadcasts weekly, the New York Philharmonic and the Chicago Symphony.

If you would like to comment on your station or have some information put on the air, write us at the below address.
BOG Fine Arts Committee presents:
N.Y. City Bus Trip to Whitney Museum
plus other fine art museums
This Saturday - October 20
Leave 6:30 a.m.
Admission: $5.00 with PC ID

BOG Film Committee presents
"The Big Fix"
starring Richard Dreyfuss
7 & 9 p.m.
This Sunday, October 21
"The Last Resort" (in the service building)
Only $1.00 with PC ID

ELMHURST HAIR SALON
Complete Hair Care for Men and Women
for appointment call 621-8054
523 Eaton St.
Corner of Eaton and Smith St.

Caito's
Free Delivery
7 - 12 pm Sun - Thurs
7 pm - 1 am Fri & Sat
Pizza & Sandwiches 272-4922

Come join us at our extraordinary Quality Paperback Book Sale.
50% off cover price
Outstanding current and back list titles America's leading publishers.
A new club comes to PC, Rugby
By Paul O'RIordan

A fairly new addition to the many new clubs at PC Rugby is the Providence city team and is growing very rapidly. Last fall the rugby club at PC played as a part of the Providence city team, an already established rugby club. As far as the board of governors, the news had to be spread. At first this was done by word of mouth. Later the club put ads in the Cowl and sponsored parties to raise money and support for the fledgling club. Their efforts succeeded in raising the club's size from 18 last fall to its present size of 32 members.

Getting new members involved was not the only concern that the new club faced. Last fall the Providence city team helped to organize the club and familiarize its members with the fundamental of the game. When the club went on their own in the spring, however, they were without leadership. According to Kevin Kelley of the Providence city team, the club was truly in the hands of the president, Marty O'Riordan; vice-president, Marty O'Riordan; vice-president, Mike Finan; and Mike Corrigan of the Providence city team helped to organize the new club. According to Kelley they need more experience to its credit.

The Providence college soccer team fell to defeat at the hands of Yale University on Columbus Day, 4-1, bringing their season record to a 0-4-2 mark. The first half was tightly contested, with the first goal coming thirty minutes into the forty five minute half. Yale's Colin McEvoy, assisted by George Philpides, netted his first goal at 36:11, but the Friars retaliated at 41:00 with a goal scored by Jim Kelley.

The game had been a defensive battle to this point, when, with thirty seconds remaining in the half, PC goalie Dave O'Brien went for a save, collided with a Yale player, and was ejected from the game. From then on, Yale dominated the play, scoring their remaining three goals in the second half.

The first of these came fifty seconds into the second half, Philpides from Mike Smith; the second was another McEvoy effort, coming at 25:39. At 34:45, PC goalie Dave O'Brien went for a save, collided with a Yale forward, and dislocated his shoulder, disabling him for the remainder of the season. PC was charged with an unfair tackle, giving Yale a penalty shot on Friar goalie Pete Cheteste. Yale's Mark Ralles scored on the kick to give the visitors their fourth and final goal.

PC assistant coach Roger Caimosino, who took over for Coach Doyle in the second half, felt that the team played fairly, well, but that the referees were a problem. He said, "We had a problem with the referees today. They really came down hard on us, and it hurt the team morale." Coach Doyle echoed these sentiments saying, "We played alright today, although we have moved the ball much better in earlier games than we did in this match. Our best teams now that they've had in twenty years; they had a tremendous recruiting year. We knew that it was going to be a tough game, but I also felt that the game was truly in the hands of the referees. They just wouldn't let us play our game."

Yale dumps butters, 4 - 1
By Ellen Harrington

The Providence college soccer team fell to defeat at the hands of Yale University on Columbus Day, 4-1, bringing their season record to a 0-4-2 mark. The first half was tightly contested, with the first goal coming thirty minutes into the forty five minute half. Yale's Colin McEvoy, assisted by George Philpides, netted his first goal at 36:11, but the Friars retaliated at 41:00 with a goal scored by Jim Kelley.

The game had been a defensive battle to this point, when, with thirty seconds remaining in the half, PC goalie Dave O'Brien went for a save, collided with a Yale player, and was ejected from the game. From then on, Yale dominated the play, scoring their remaining three goals in the second half.

The first of these came fifty seconds into the second half, Philpides from Mike Smith; the second was another McEvoy effort, coming at 25:39. At 34:45, PC goalie Dave O'Brien went for a save, collided with a Yale forward, and dislocated his shoulder, disabling him for the remainder of the season. PC was charged with an unfair tackle, giving Yale a penalty shot on Friar goalie Pete Cheteste. Yale's Mark Ralles scored on the kick to give the visitors their fourth and final goal.

PC assistant coach Roger Caimosino, who took over for Coach Doyle in the second half, felt that the team played fairly, well, but that the referees were a problem. He said, "We had a problem with the referees today. They really came down hard on us, and it hurt the team morale." Coach Doyle echoed these sentiments saying, "We played alright today, although we have moved the ball much better in earlier games than we did in this match. Our best teams now that they've had in twenty years; they had a tremendous recruiting year. We knew that it was going to be a tough game, but I also felt that the game was truly in the hands of the referees. They just wouldn't let us play our game."

Intramural standings
as of Oct. 9
By Mary Gibbons

Defeat seems to be a word out of context when speaking of the Providence College women's volleyball team. The Lady Friars have continued to triumph over every team they have faced in recent competition. PC traveled to Salem State College in Massachusetts on Thursday, October 4. In a single match they defeated Salem State, 3-1. Junior captain Joan Finanran led her team with the usual support from sophomores Trish Curran, Sheila Dean and Kelly Keane.

American International College and Eastern Connecticut State College arrived in Providence on Tuesday, October 9, only to depart victims of PC's masterful play. In the first match of the day PC overcame AIC in two straight games. AIC and Eastern Connec-

What's Happening

On Wednesday, October 17, the Recreation and Intramural Office is sponsoring a recreation swim at the Flanagan Campus of URI. Buses will leave Alumni Hall parking lot behind Slavin Center at 6:00 p.m.

Lisa Giovannacci, Marie Ritchie and Rita Fraser combined to shut down all SMU offensive efforts. Marilyn Noble was the stopper in goal, kicking out 13 shots.

In their following game against Connecticut College, the PC Ladies romped by a score of 9:0. Again the defense was alright, but this time five players had a hand in the scoring. Linda Wage, the team's leading goal getter, scored five. Sharos Clegg, Lynn Sheedy, Jane Ladd, and Nancy Mancini all chipped in one goal apiece. PC was all attack, giving goodles Marilyn Noble and Judy Vaught such little chance in goal. Travelling to Northeastern Uni-

Football

(Continued from Page 16) well earned shutdown by the Friar defense. The team played without one of its key players, Bob Fazio, and its league leading kicker, Mike Sanzaro. Tom McGaug, Jim Judge, and "zzero" O'Laughlin all were standouts, defensively, keeping St. Michaels to near negative yardage.

Providence has this week off but will play powerful Worcester State on Oct. 27. Worcester has only one loss, so this game could decide the Cup Football champion. The Friars hope to get all their starters back from the ranks of the injured so they can play with full force.

By Ed Ruhl

The Providence College field hockey team continued their winning ways last week, winning all three of their matches and out scoring the opposition, 162. As the team goes into their senior day game this Friday with the University of Massachusetts, the Lady Friars squad continues to improve both offensively and defensively.

Coach Kate Dinning attributes this to the team’s maturing as a unit and learning to work better at both ends of the field. In the game against SMU, the Lady Friars combined strong teamwork and excellent defense as they nearly controlled the match. While Lynn Sheedy (2 goals) and Linda Wage (1 goal) provided the scoring power, Kathy Lenahan, Team captain Joan Finanran goes up for a slam in the tournament held October 9 in Alumni Gym. The Friars hope to get a 4-2 victory. The defense performed superbly, led by the senior back line featuring Marilyn Noble handled 23 shots on goal. The highlight of the game came on a beautifully played shot by Lynn Sheedy. Diving in front of the crease, Sheedy pushed the shot into the corner of the goal for her second of three goals. Linda Wage finished out the scoring with the last Friar goal.

The Lady Friars are getting stronger as the season progresses, and look forward to October 17 against Holy Cross. The Lady Friars have never beaten the Crusaders since 1976.

Senior! Is there a Graduate School in Your Future?

Start getting the facts you need to help with this decision.

Come to the GRADUATE SCHOOL PANEL

Wed. Oct. 17, 1:30- 3:30 pm 64 Hall

Sponsored by the counseling and career planning center
**Sports**

**Big East championships**

**Harriers take first conference title**

By Kevin Burke

The Providence College harriers, indisputably the dominant team in the Big East conference, took command of six other colleges on October 6, as they captured the conference cross-country championship title held on Boston's Franklin Park course. Georgetown University took second place and St. John's finished third.

The cross-country championship was one of three championship tournaments held by the Big East that weekend. Tournaments were also held in men's tennis and golf. These were the first such tournaments held by the newly formed Big East conference.

"The boys ran a very smart race," said coach Bob Amato after the big victory. "Georgetown is a well balanced team and it took fine performances from every member of the team to defeat them."

Indeed, Amato had by no means underestimated the capability of Georgetown's squad. In fact, after three miles, the top five Georgetown runners were positioned in front of the top five PC runners. Unfortunately for coach Gregorchuk of Georgetown, this was not the case at the finish line.

Sophomore Ray Tracy was the first PC runner to cross the finish line, placing second out of a field of 66 runners. Ray's bid for his fourth consecutive victory was upset by John Gregorchuk of Georgetown, who outkicked Tracy in the last mile of the race. However, Jimmy Fallon and Pete Crooke had come from behind to pass Georgetown's third runner. Fallon and Crooke finished in fifth and sixth places respectively.

Dave Ball and freshman Paul Moloney rounded out the scoring for PC. Ball finished eleventh with Moloney close behind in twelfth.

**Netmen place third**

By Brian Ostovic

The Providence College men's tennis team travelled to Boston College on Columbus Day weekend to represent the Friars in the Big East championship tournament. The netmen were up against top teams from Boston College, St. John's and Seton Hall. There were bright spots for the Friars, but they were unable to capture the third place in the tournament. The Friars one-two punch of Bill Dinadio and Pete Lyons were defeated in a 157 by the victors. Third seeded Dinadio lost a close match in three sets, 2-6, 7-6, 6-4. Number one seeded Lyons was dropped in two sets, 7-5, 6-3.

The Friars' one-two punch of Dinadio and Lyons were successfully nullified by the opposition. Third seeded Dinadio lost a close match in three sets, 2-6, 7-6, 6-2 (tiebreaker), 6-4. Number one seeded Lyons was dropped in two straight sets, 7-5, 6-3.

There were bright spots for the Friars. As if he made it into the corner of the end-zone. Everybody, including the Assumption team, thought that he had scored, but the referee ruled that he had stepped out of bounds at the one-foot line. The next play, the last of the game, saw a diving attempt by Kelly to get in the endzone. He came up short, however, and the Friars had been defeated.

Last Saturday, PC hosted St. John's and Seton Hall. Providence's first conference title since 1978 was threatened as if he made it into the corner of the end-zone. Everybody, including the Assumption team, thought that he had scored, but the referee ruled that he had stepped out of bounds at the one-foot line. The next play, the last of the game, saw a diving attempt by Kelly to get in the endzone. He came up short, however, and the Friars had been defeated.

**Gridders crush St. Mike's, 41 -0**

By John Brandalino

After an implosive win over Stony Brook, the Friar Gridders traveled to Assumption College, Saturday, Oct. 6, where they suffered their first defeat, 7-6.

PC played well the whole game and obviously outplayed their opponents. They gained 277 yards on offense and 233 yards in passing compared to 157 by the visitors. Paul Kelly started the scoring early when he connected with Andy Clarke for the Friars first and only score. The extra point was good, giving Assumption a one point edge. Providence could not get things together even though they were in control. In the third quarter, Landers and Biga (who rushed for 65 and 60 yards respectively) brought the ball to the six-yard line. A Friar field goal attempt was off, however, and the score remained the same.

With seconds left in the game, PC once again drove within the Assumption five-yard line. John DeRosa ran the ball and it seemed as if he made it into the corner of the end-zone. Everybody, including the Assumption team, thought that he had scored, but the referee ruled that he had stepped out of bounds at the one-foot line. The next play, the last of the game, saw a diving attempt by Kelly to get in the endzone. He came up short, however, and the Friars had been defeated.

Last Saturday, PC hosted St. John's and Seton Hall. The Friars were mad and disappointed as a result of the Assumption game, so they came out fighting and demolished the visiting team, 41-0. The Friars were mad and disappointed as a result of the Assumption game, so they came out fighting and demolished the visiting team, 41-0.

**Golfers finish one shot behind St. John's**

In yet another Big East championship, the Providence College golf team finished second, one shot behind title clinching St. John's. The Friars shot a combined 605 during the Columbus Day weekend tournament. Although the Friars were denied the championship, they did boast the individual scorer of the tournament. Mark Zito shot a 72-72-144 for the tournament. John Collins and Jeff Bohr of UConn were tied for second with 147.

Other PC golfers were: Bill Beardon, 72-75-147; Bill Wilcox, 78-80-158; Alan Ryding, 81-78-159; and Steve Godia, 85-76-161.

PC finished second out a field of six schools competing in the Big East tournament. The other schools were the University of Connecticut, Boston College, Georgetown, St. John's and Seton Hall.

PC's offensive line rips another hole through the St. Mike's defensive line. The Friars rolled for their highest point total of the year and lifted their record to 3-1-0.